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Ladder-type conjugated molecules
as robust multi-state single-molecule switches

Jialing Li,1,2,3,8 Bo-Ji Peng,4,8 Shi Li,4 Daniel P. Tabor,4 Lei Fang,4,5,* and CharlesM. Schroeder1,2,3,6,7,9,*
THE BIGGER PICTURE

Achieving a fundamental

understanding of materials for

molecular electronics is essential

for advancing the cutting-edge

fields of neuromorphic

computing, artificial intelligence,

and human-computer interaction.

Acquiring insight into molecular

charge transport mechanisms and

elucidating their modulation in

response to chemical

transformations are crucial for

guiding the design of functional

organic materials such as

electronically switchable

molecules. In this work, we study

the molecular conductance of a

highly robust, multi-state

molecular switch featuring a

ladder-type oligoaniline structure,

which shows stable and reversible

switching of conductance over

two orders of magnitude through

chemical or in situ electrochemical

control. Experiments are

supported by computational

modeling, which sheds light on

the mechanism of these

conductance states. This research

demonstrates that robust ladder-

type redox-active molecules are

highly promising for molecular

electronics applications.
SUMMARY

Ladder-type molecular structures greatly enhance the chemical sta-
bility of oligoaniline derivatives and impart well-defined physical
properties to multiple molecular charge states. In this work, we
characterize the charge transport properties of a ladder-type
cyclohexadiene-1,4-diimine derivative at various protonation, lithia-
tion, and oxidation states using single-molecule techniques. Our re-
sults show that a ladder-type oligoaniline derivative serves as a
robust and reversible molecular switch with over two orders of
magnitude changes in molecular conductance when controlled us-
ing chemical or electrochemical stimuli. Experimental results are
complemented by molecular modeling using density functional the-
ory (DFT) and nonequilibrium Green’s function-DFT (NEGF-DFT) to
elucidate charge transport mechanisms at different molecular
states. Overall, this work provides new strategies for advancing
the stability, programmability, and efficiency of molecular charge
transport using ladder-type single-molecule switches.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in molecular electronics have been fueled by the development of

new chemistries and an improved understanding of charge transport mecha-

nisms.1–4 Single-molecule electronic devices are commonly fabricated as junctions

consisting of a central molecular bridge containing two terminal anchor groups con-

nected to metal electrodes. Efficient and stable charge transport critically relies on

the anchor-electrode combination and the overall molecular design. Single-mole-

cule devices with programmable functionality have been created by incorporating

stimuli-responsive chemical moieties into the molecular bridge.5 Using this

approach, efficient switching of electric signals at the single-molecule level has

been achieved using a wide array of external stimuli such as pH,6 optical fields,7 elec-

tric fields,8 magnetic fields,9 mechanical forces,10 and electrochemical control.11,12

By leveraging advances in stimuli-response electronics, single-molecule organic

electrochemical transistors (OECTs) have recently been developed.13

Bulk OECT devices have been extensively used in biosensing and bioelectronics ap-

plications including metabolite sensing,14 ion sensing,15 electrophysiological sen-

sors,16 and neuromorphic computing.17 High degrees of electrochemical stability

are critically required for robust and active OECT materials.18,19 In general, OECT

materials should be capable of adopting two or more states showing significant dif-

ferences in molecular conductance that can be controlled using redox chemistry or

ion-binding processes.20 Despite recent progress, achieving multi-state stimuli re-

sponses in functional organic materials remains challenging due to complexities in

molecular design, synthesis, and poor stability of many organic molecules through

multiple switching cycles.19,21,22
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 ª 2023 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Polyaniline (PANI) is a promising organic material for molecular electronics due to its

versatile chemical and electrochemical doping properties that enable access to multi-

ple charge states. Although the conjugation pattern and conductivity along the PANI

backbone canbemodulated into different states,23 PANI suffers fromchemical instabil-

ities in acidic or oxidative environments.24 In addition, the functional aniline core con-

tains single C–N bonds connecting adjacent aromatic rings, allowing for facile back-

bone rotation that inhibits control over charge transport efficiency.25 In general, the

charge transport efficiency in linear conjugated molecules critically depends on the

dihedral angles between adjacent conjugated units.26 In linear conjugated backbones,

dihedral angles are controlled by the chemical identity of substituted side chains,27mo-

lecular lengths,28 temperatures,29 electric fields,30 and the solvationenvironment.31 Im-

plementing a ladder-type constitution in conjugated molecules provides an effective

strategy to restrict the molecular backbone rotation while further enhancing the chem-

ical and mechanical stabilities of conjugated molecules.

Ladder-type structures can be used to enhance the electronic properties of conju-

gated molecules by imparting molecular-scale control over backbone rotation and

enforcing a desired coplanar conformation.32 The resulting rigid coplanar ladder-

type molecules allow for intramolecular charge transport with coherent electron

delocalization, which mitigates the length-dependent decay in molecular conduc-

tance.32–34 The rigid coplanar conformation further enhances intermolecular

coupling due to the reduced reorganization energy upon charge transfer.35 Prior

work has reported that the ladder-type constitution imparts high levels of stability

into the protonated and oxidized states of PANI derivatives by preventing hydrolysis

and isomerization, thereby enabling fundamental studies of charge transport in lad-

der-type molecules.24,36 From this view, ladder-type conjugated molecules allow for

stable chemical states that give rise to significantly different molecular conductance

levels under ambient conditions and provide access to multi-state switching at the

single-molecule level.

In this work, we study the charge transport properties of ladder-type aniline deriva-

tives using single-molecule techniques. We hypothesized that the ladder-type

constitution would provide robust stability allowing for controlled chemical and

electrochemical manipulation of molecular conductance. To validate this hypothe-

sis, we synthesized a methylthio-functionalized, ladder-type cyclohexadiene-1,4-dii-

mine-derivative that is analogous to oligoaniline. Our results show that the ladder-

type cyclohexadiene-1,4-diimine-derivative exhibits robust multi-state conductance

switching in single-molecule junctions using chemical and electrochemical stimuli. In

particular, the conjugated ladder-type pernigraniline-based molecule TolMSQ can

be switched from a neutral quinoidal to a positively charged species where the qui-

noidal [TolMSQ-2H]2+ and benzenoidal [TolMSQ-2H]2+, structures are in resonance

(Scheme 1). Our results show that the quinoidal structure TolMSQ promotes efficient

molecular charge transport, whereas the fully protonated [TolMSQ-2H]2+ or lithiated

[TolMSQ-2Li]2+ states possess an air stable diradical open-shell resonance that

further enhances molecular conductance beyond the quinoidal state. Electrochem-

ical potential is further varied to reversibly switch molecular conductance between

states with an on/off ratio of over 100 on a single-molecule device. Density functional

theory (DFT) calculations reveal higher orbital weights on terminal anchor groups in

the fully conjugated neutral and charged states with a corresponding decrease in

energy gaps compared with the neutral benzenoidal state, consistent with single-

molecule conductance experiments. Overall, this work shows that ladder-type con-

jugated molecules are promising materials for molecular electronic devices with

remarkable switching behavior.
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Scheme 1. Multi-state molecular transformation routes of the fully conjugated ladder-type TolMSQ molecule
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design and synthesis

TolMSQ was synthesized by preparing a p-phenylenediamine-centered derivative 4

through imine condensation between 4-(methylthio)aniline 1 and dimethylsuccinyl

succinate 2 (Scheme 2). During the reaction, the enamine intermediate 3 precipi-

tated due to its limited solubility. An oxidation step was used on a dispersed suspen-

sion of 3 in a mixture of THF (tetrahydrofuran)/CHCl3 (1:1 volume) under reflux con-

ditions to convert 3 to the oxidized form 4. Subsequently, 4was subjected to a 4-fold

Grignard reaction with p-tolyl magnesium bromide, followed by an acid-catalyzed

Friedel-Crafts ring cyclization. The resulting fused-ring benzenoid product TolMSB

is a small molecule analog of leucoemeraldine, which is the reduced form of PANI.

TolMSB was further oxidized by Ag2O with ultrasonication in small batches to afford

the quinonoid compound TolMSQ, which represents a small molecule analog of per-

nigraniline base. The structure of TolMSQ was fully characterized by NMR and high-

resolution mass spectrometry (Figures S1–S4).

Single-molecule charge transport in multiple molecular states

A reversible transformation between the quinoidal TolMSQ and benzenoidal

TolMSB can be achieved via simple addition of chemical reagents, resulting in

drastic changes in electronic properties.37,38 Our results show that the benzenoid

TolMSB is readily accessed by chemically reducing 0.05 mM TolMSQ with the addi-

tion of 10 equiv N,N-diethylhydroxylamine (DEHA) in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB)

solution (Figure 1A). TolMSB remained stable in ambient conditions for days. The

quantitative conversion from TolMSQ to TolMSB was validated by mass spectrom-

etry and solution-state 1H NMR (Figure S5). UV-vis absorption spectra also

confirmed the chemical reduction of TolMSQ (Figure 1B). Upon addition of DEHA,

the characteristic charge-transfer band centered around 520 nm was no longer

observed, which indicates the transformation from a fully conjugated backbone

(TolMSQ) to a non-conjugated backbone (TolMSB).

We next characterized the charge transport properties of TolMSQ and TolMSB

using single-molecule experiments. Molecular charge transport was characterized

using the scanning tunneling microscope-break junction (STM-BJ) technique, as
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 3



Scheme 2. Synthesis of TolMSQ
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described in our prior work (supplemental information).39–41 In each experiment,

molecular conductance versus displacement measurements are obtained from

7,000 to 10,000 individual molecular junctions formed between a gold tip and sub-

strate electrode. The resulting traces are compiled without data selection into a

one-dimensional (1D) logarithmically binned histogram fit with a Lorentzian func-

tion, where the peak value is determined as the most probable conductance

of the molecular junction. Figure 1C shows that the quinoidal TolMSQ molecule

exhibits a conductance peak around 10�3.2 G0, where G0 is the conductance

quantum 2e2/h (where e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s constant). In

contrast, the reduced benzenoidal TolMSB species shows an average molecular

conductance of 10�4.2 G0, which is approximately 10 times smaller than that of

TolMSQ.

Two-dimensional (2D) conductance versus displacement histograms are further con-

structed by compiling all molecular trajectories in each experiment (Figures 1C and

1D). Based on the 2D histograms, TolMSQ displays a slightly longer and less steep

conductance plateau compared with TolMSB due to a more rigid backbone from the

quinoidal character. Junction displacements of TolMSQwere further analyzed by 1D

displacement histograms as previously described (Figure S6).40 Our results show

that the average length of TolMSQ junctions is approximately 1.3 nm (after account-

ing for snap-back distance arising from atomic rearrangements upon gold nanowire

rupture),42 which is consistent with the end-to-end molecular backbone length of

TolMSQ from DFT calculations (Table S4) (vide infra). This molecular junction length

excludes the possibility of alternative conductance pathways through the internal ni-

trogen atoms. Prior work reported that a non-ladder oligoaniline-derived molecule

presents multiple conducting pathways induced by an electric field, which leads to

poorly controlled electronic properties due to structural flexibility.43 The ladder-

type TolMSQ molecule overcomes these challenges, showing stable conductance

values over a wide range of applied biases with a well-defined conductance peak

(Figure S7).

We next showed that the conductance of TolMSQ in single-molecule junctions can

be reversibly switched between the neutral and protonated states by addition of

Brønsted acids and bases (Figure 2). Unlike conventional non-ladder type oligoani-

line or PANI molecules that are readily degraded in acidic conditions,24,44,45 the lad-

der-type constitution significantly enhances the stability, and a clear transition is
4 Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023
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Figure 1. Reversible transformation between TolMSQ and TolMSB and single-molecule

conductance experiments

(A) Chemical transformation between the two states using reducing and oxidizing reagents.

(B) UV-vis absorption spectra for TolMSQ (0.05 mM in TCB, red) and TolMSB (0.05 mM, gray) after

adding 10 equiv DEHA to the TolMSQ solution; inset: photographic images of TolMSQ and TolMSB

solutions.

(C) 1D conductance histograms of 0.05 mM TolMSQ (red) and TolMSB (gray) in TCB solution. All 1D

conductance histograms are compiled from 7,000 individual single molecule measurements and

normalized by the total number of measurements without data selection.

(D and E) 2D conductance versus displacement histograms of 0.05 mM TolMSQ and TolMSB in TCB

solution, respectively, at 250 mV applied bias constructed from 7,000 individual traces without data

selection.
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observed between two protonation stages in UV-vis absorption bands. Upon addi-

tion of methanesulfonic acid (MSA) to a 0.05 mM TolMSQ solution in TCB, the UV-vis

absorption spectra red shfit into the near-infrared (NIR) region, together with an

obvious change in solution color (Figures 2B and S8). After protonation, the resulting

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ state is expected to exhibit significantly stronger open-shell diradi-

cal character due to the contribution of open-shell 6p Huckel aromatic resonance

and open-shell 4p Baird aromatic resonance structures.46 Indeed, the solution-

phase electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy spectra of TolMSQ in

the presence of 0.1 M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) shows a strong EPR signal (g factor =

2.0021), whereas the neutral form of TolMSQ exhibits no detectable EPR signal at

room temperature (Figure 2C).
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 5
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Figure 2. Reversible switching of molecular conductance in TolMSQ

(A) The protonation process of TolMSQ to [TolMSQ-H]+ and [TolMSQ-2H]2+.

(B) (Top) Photographic images and (bottom) UV-vis absorption spectra corresponding to the three stages of protonation of TolMSQ (0.05 mM in TCB).

(C) EPR spectra of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ (green, g value = 2.0021, 1.0 mM in CH2Cl2 with 1 M MSA) and TolMSQ (red, 10 mM in CH2Cl2/TEA = 10/1).

(D) 1D conductance histograms of unprotonated TolMSQ (top), [TolMSQ-H]+(middle), and [TolMSQ-2H]2+ (bottom) measured in TCB at 250 mV applied

bias. 1D conductance histograms are compiled from 5,000 to 10,000 individual single molecule measurements and normalized by the total number of

measurements without data selection.
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We next characterized single-molecule conductance of TolMSQ at each protonation

stage upon addition of 0, 0.3, and 1 mM MSA, respectively (Figure 2D). Our results

show that the molecular conductance of TolMSQ significantly increases at higher

protonation states. At an average 50% protonation state, the average molecular

conductance of [TolMSQ-H]+ junctions increases modestly from 10�3.2 to 10�3.0

G0. However, after the second protonation step, the molecular conductance of

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ significantly increases by a factor of 153 compared with TolMSQ

to 10�2.0 G0. Spectral clustering classification was used to further analyze charge

transport in molecular junctions, as previously reported,47,48 which generally con-

firms that the charge transport was measured from end-to-end junction connections

in all cases (Figures S9–S11; Tables S1–S3). These results support our hypothesis that

the protonated oxidized form of aniline derivatives, such as the pernigraniline salt

form of PANI, are highly conductive. These findings are also consistent with our prior

experiments on the bulk conductivity and Pauli paramagnetism of ladder-type per-

nigraniline salts after acid doping.24,36

Interestingly, our results show an unexpected second peak in the 1D conductance

histogram of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ (Figure 2D). To further investigate the origins of the

low conductance (low G) peak, we first assessed the reversibility of acid doping to

characterize the structural integrity during the chemical transformation. In these ex-

periments, UV-vis absorption spectra and molecular conductance measurements

were obtained after the sequential addition of 2mMMSA, followed by 2mM triethyl-

amine (Et3N), to a 0.05 mM TolMSQ solution (Figure S12). UV-vis absorption data

show that the intensity of the absorption peak remains the same before and after

the acid-base addition without material loss, whereas the low G peak disappears

upon the addition of Et3N (Figure S13). These results suggest that the low G peak

does not arise due to degradation of the protonated species. We hypothesized

that multiple conductance states (high G and low G) arise either due to multiple

charge transport pathways arising from intramolecular transport through a single
6 Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023
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Figure 3. Single-molecule conductance of TolMSQ and different charge states

(A) 2D conductance-versus-displacement histogram of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ measured in TCB solution.

(B) Characteristic individual conductance-displacement traces from break-junction measurement: blank solution (black), junction with high-G (blue),

and junction with low-G (green).

(C) 1D displacement histogram of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ without data selection.

(D) 2D correlation analysis of two peaks in the [TolMSQ-2H]2+ measurement.

(E and F) 2D histograms of flicker noise power versus average conductance of TolMSQ and [TolMSQ-2H]2+, respectively. The black ellipses are plotted

using results from two-dimensional Gaussian fitting.
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[TolMSQ-2H]2+ junction or due to intermolecular transport through a stacked

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ junction. To understand the molecular origins of the low G peak,

we first compared the 2D conductance versus displacement histograms of TolMSQ

at three protonation states (Figures 3A and S14) and examined characteristic single-

molecule conductance traces from these conditions (Figure 3B). Characteristic sin-

gle-molecule traces suggest that junction lengths are within a consistent range

among TolMSQ, [TolMSQ-H]+, and the high G state of [TolMSQ-2H]2+, indicating

intramolecular transport through a single-molecule junction.

To further understand charge transport pathways in the protonated species

[TolMSQ-2H]2+, we quantified molecular junction displacements during STM-BJ ex-

periments (Figure 3C). Molecular junctions with high conductance values show an

average displacement of around z1.0 nm, which is consistent with the unproto-

nated and 50% protonated states. In contrast, the low G plateau shows a well-

defined longer junction length of around z1.4 nm, which indicates the formation

of a stacked junction configuration. In addition, concentration-dependent measure-

ments49 show that the low conductance peak becomes more prominent at higher

concentrations (Figure S15), indicating that this peak is likely a result of intermolec-

ular transport. We next analyzed the correlation between the high G and low G

conductance traces using a 2D correlation histogram (Figure 3D).50,51 2D correlation

histograms plot the normalized covariance matrix from the measured traces,

revealing the strength of correlation between pairs of bins in the molecular
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 7
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conductance histogram. A negative correlation value suggests that the variations of

counts in two bins are anti-correlated.52 Our results show that the high G and low G

peak regions are anti-correlated (Figure 3D), which suggests that the highG and low

G features do not occur in the same individual single-molecule conductance traces

and therefore arise from different molecular sub-populations.

Charge transport pathways through a single junction or a stacked dimer junction for

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ can be distinguished by the molecular conductance features of

through-bond or through-space coupling. The formation of a stacked dimer junction

is often dominated by non-covalent intermolecular interactions and subject to fluc-

tuations in the electronic response, which can be quantified by the flicker noise po-

wer.53–55 We performed flicker noise analysis to understand the differences in the

transmission pathways of TolMSQ (Figure 3E) and two types of junctions from

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ (Figure 3F). Unlike the standard STM-BJ pulling-mode measure-

ments, fluctuations in molecular conductance are measured by holding the molecu-

lar junction at a fixed tip-to-substrate displacement for 150 ms. In this way, the tran-

sient conductance response measured during the holding portion of the experiment

is analyzed using a discrete Fourier transformation to obtain the noise power spec-

tral density (PSD) (Figure S16). The flicker noise power of each individual trace is

calculated by integrating the PSD between 100 and 1,000 Hz. 2D flicker noise histo-

grams are constructed by sampling all data from the selected traces and fitting with

2D Gaussian.30,56 A scaling factor n is determined by normalizing the noise power by

the average conductance to the power of n (Gn) while minimizing the correlation be-

tween the noise power/Gn and the average conductance. A junction with the noise

power scaling of n = 1.0 is dominated by through-bond coupling, whereas the noise

power scaling of n = 2.0 is governed by through-space coupling.53 Our results show

that the noise power of TolMSQ junctions scales asG1.30, which suggests that charge

transport is dominated by through-bond coupling. The 2D flicker noise-versus-

conductance histogram of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ exhibits two distributions with one scaling

as G1.20 and the second scaling as G1.80, corresponding to the two different molec-

ular sub-populations giving rise to the highG and lowG conductance peaks, respec-

tively (Figure S17). These results suggest that high G junctions are dominated by

through-bond coupling, but the transmission pathway in low G junctions is domi-

nated by through-space coupling in the stacked [TolMSQ-2H]2+ junctions.

Due to the lack of torsional defects, the rigid coplanar backbones of fully conjugated

ladder-typemolecules give rise to efficient intramolecular charge transport and facil-

itate strong intermolecular coupling by pi-stacking interactions.32,57–59We therefore

hypothesized that other ionic Lewis acids such as Li+ could similarly enhance the

conductance of TolMSQ. To test this hypothesis, we characterized the molecular

conductance of lithium-doped TolMSQ in a mixed solvent of TCB/THF (Figure 4A).

Prior work has shown that Li+ ions coordinate with the imine-type nitrogen atoms

along the TolMSQ backbone.23,36 Our results show a similar two-step enhancement

in molecular conductance upon lithiation as observed in the protonation process

(Figures 4B, 4C, and S18). We note that the 1D conductance histogram of fully lithi-

ated [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ also shows a prominent lowG peak, similar to protonated mol-

ecules. Control experiments were performed using tetrabutylammonium tetrafluor-

oborate (TBABF4) as an inert supporting electrolyte to assess the role of the counter

anion on charge transport efficiency (Figure S19). Our results show that the low G

peak occurs in the absence of protons along the backbone, which excludes the pos-

sibility of H-bonding promoting dimerization in the presence of lithium. Weak

dispersion interactions such as p-p interactions in conjugated systems could give

rise to stacking in [TolMSQ-2H]2+ and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ dimers.60 In this scenario,
8 Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023
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Figure 4. Molecular charge transport in lithiated ladder-type junctions

(A) Chemical structures of lithium coordination with TolMSQ molecules.

(B–D) Comparison of the 1D conductance histograms of unlithiated, 50% lithiated, and 100% lithiated TolMSQ measured in mixed TCB/THF solvent at

250 mV applied bias. All 1D conductance histograms are compiled from 5,000 to 10,000 individual single molecule measurements and normalized by the

total number of measurements without data selection.
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such interactions would also be expected to give rise to weak dimerization for

neutral TolMSQ molecules. However, our single-molecule experiments show no ev-

idence of intermolecular charge transport in the neutral TolMSQ state. We therefore

hypothesized that the dimerization of charged [TolMSQ-2H]2+ and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+

in single-molecule conductance measurements is promoted by non-covalent

radical-radical interactions similar to that observed for viologen radical cations61–63

and further compensated by counterion-mediated electrostatic interactions. Over-

all, these results show that molecular conductance can be modulated using Li+,

which broadens the ability to control the molecular conductance of TolMSQ, for

example by using non-corrosive Li+ electrolytes via electrochemical control.

Theory and molecular modeling

To understand the role of charge state on molecular conductance in ladder-type con-

jugated molecules, we used a combination of DFT and nonequilibrium Green’s func-

tion-DFT (NEGF-DFT) (supplemental information). First, geometry optimization and

molecular orbital calculation of neutral TolMSB, neutral TolMSQ, charged [TolMSQ-

2H]2+, and charged [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ with different multiplicities (singlet and triplet)

were performed using the B3LYP functional with a 6-31G(d,p) basis set (Figures 5A

and S20). The frontier molecular orbitals show higher orbital weights on terminal –

SMe anchor groups in TolMSQ, [TolMSQ-2H]2+, and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ that enhance

coupling with the electrode and result in increased electron transport compared with

TolMSB.64 Based on the frontier orbital energies of the four different molecular states

(Figure 5B), the estimated band gaps are significantly decreased from the partially con-

jugated TolMSB to fully conjugated TolMSQ, with the smallest band gaps observed for

[TolMSQ-2H]2+ and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+. Molecules with relatively small energy band gaps

benefit from changes in both the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the

lowest unoccupied energy molecular orbital (LUMO), assuming that the Fermi energy

of the electrodes lies between the molecular HOMO and LUMO energies.65,66
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 9
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Figure 5. Molecular modeling and DFT simulations of ladder-type molecules

(A) HOMO and LUMO frontier molecular orbitals of TolMSB and TolMSQ.

(B) Energy gaps in TolMSQ species at various molecular states.

(C) Zero-bias transmission of TolMSB, TolMSQ, [TolMSQ-2H]2+ (singlet and triplet), and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ (singlet and triplet).

(D) Two types of lowest energy stacked [TolMSQ-2H]2+ dimer configurations determined from DFT geometry optimization. The anchor thiomethyl

(–SMe) groups are denoted by arrows.
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We next performed transmission calculations using NEGF-DFT simulations

(Atomistic Toolkit package) for molecular junctions based on TolMSB, TolMSQ,

[TolMSQ-2H]2+, and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+ and their corresponding optimized geome-

tries. The singlet and triplet states form resonant structures for [TolMSQ-2H]2+

and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+; hence, optimized molecular geometries were used with both

multiplicities in transmission calculations. To maintain charge neutrality, BF4
� anions

are located in the vicinity of the protonated and lithiated TolMSQ in each system.

Results from the NEGF-DFT simulations are qualitatively consistent with the overall

trends observed in experiments, with the exception of molecular transmission in the

triplet state lower than in the singlet state, likely due to the less planar nature of the

open-shell triplet state (Figures 5C, S21, and S22). Conjugated molecules with an

open-shell triplet structure tend to adopt a less planar conformation and thus the

p-electron topologies are disrupted, resulting in a lower calculated transmission

compared with the molecules with quinoidal structure.67,68 Moreover, the optimized

geometries of TolMSQ under different charge states show that the molecular back-

bone in the dicationic state ([TolMSQ-2H]2+ and [TolMSQ-2Li]2+) is less distorted

compared with the neutral state (Figure S23), although the ladder-type modification

hinders bond rotation in all cases. Enhanced backbone rigidity promotes dimeriza-

tion in the dicationic state with an unexpected intermolecular conductance level that

was not observed in the neutral state molecules TolMSB and TolMSQ. Overall, ex-

periments and simulation results are consistent with those of prior works, confirming

that the open-shell character in conjugated systems enhances molecular charge

transport.69,70
10 Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023
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We further investigated molecular stacked geometries arising in the protonated and

lithiated dicationic states using virtual screening workflows. Monomer geometries

were first optimized using the GFN2-xTB semiempirical tight-binding model.71

From the optimized geometries, 10,000 dimer structures were randomly sampled,

from which 100 geometries with the lowest energies were selected and further opti-

mized using GFN2-xTB in analytical linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (ALPB) model.72

Dimers within 20 kJ/mol of the lowest conformation were selected and optimized

at the PBE/def2-TZVP level of theory with the D3BJ dispersion correction73 and a

conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) using ORCA 5.0.74,75 In gen-

eral, the dicationic states of protonated or lithiated TolMSQ aggregated in two char-

acteristic forms after the geometry optimization calculation: a core-anchor group

type dimer where the anchor group overlaps with the molecular backbone and an

anchor group-anchor group type dimer where the anchor groups interact with

each other (Figures S24 and S25). Similar dimerization behavior has been reported

in molecular simulations and crystalline data from experiments with other organic

small molecules such as FINIC, ITIC, and Y6.76–79 Figure 5D shows two representa-

tive examples of [TolMSQ-2H]2+ with core-anchor group or anchor group-anchor

group geometries at the lowest energy. The distance between two anchors is

measured for each type of geometry (core-anchor group: 20.63 Å; anchor group-an-

chor group: 21.64 Å) and is comparable with the experimentally determined junction

lengths after correcting for the junction snap-back distance, as discussed above.

Interestingly, [TolMSQ-2H]2+ forms lower energy dimer complexes compared with

[TolMSQ-2Li]2+ complexes, possibly due to the less distorted monomer backbone

for [TolMSQ-2H]2+. In addition, the anchor group-anchor group form exists

with less steric hindrance and therefore represents the dominant structure in

[TolMSQ-2Li]2+ dimers.

We next used NEGF-DFT simulations to determine the transmission of each opti-

mized dimer complex in the presence of counterions (Tables S5 and S6). Reasonable

qualitative agreement is observed between experiments and simulations, although

precise quantitative agreement between the experimental results is not generally

expected due to chemical complexity,80 electrostatic polarization from the gold

electrodes,81 self-interaction errors in the PBE exchange-correlation functional,82

and inaccurate electrode Fermi levels using DFT.83 Nevertheless, the dimer conduc-

tance measurement samples a wide range of molecular conformations due to dy-

namics in the stacked dimer complexes, and multiple molecular geometries are ex-

pected to contribute to the outcome. Overall, the simulation results support the

increase in molecular conductance from TolMSB to TolMSQ and are consistent

with experiments showing high conductance values in fully protonated and lithiated

TolMSQ.

Redox state switching using electrochemical control

The reversible redox switching of ladder-type PANI derivatives can also be conduct-

ed electrochemically.36 Here, we demonstrate that the conductance of single

TolMSQ molecules can also be switched in situ using electrochemical modulation

(Figure 6A), which can be viewed as the single-molecule analog of bulk-level switch-

ing in OECT devices using a gate electrode. For these experiments, the standard

STM-BJ experimental setup is modified by adding a platinum electrode as the

gate electrode (Figure 6B), as previously described.84,85 Electrochemical switching

of single-molecule junctions is accomplished by applying a gate voltage Vg to the

platinum gate electrode (relative to the substrate electrode) in a custom electro-

chemical cell. Prior to performing single-molecule electrochemical experiments on

TolMSQ, in situ linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and sweep-rate dependent cyclic
Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023 11
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Figure 6. Electrochemical triggered reversible switching of molecular conductance

(A) Chemical structures of the reversible redox-active process of TolMSQ with lithium salt coordination.

(B) Schematic of the electrochemical STM-BJ experiment.

(C) In situ linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of TolMSQ with LiBF4.

(D) 1D conductance histograms of lithium-ion coordinated TolMSQ (1 mM TolMSQ with 10 mM LiBF4 in propylene carbonate [PC]) measured at various

gate voltages Vg with 100 mV applied bias during the reduction process, each compiled from 5,000 single traces without data selection.

(E) Reversible on-off conductance switches of TolMSQ-Li system by electrochemical reduction reoxidation.
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voltammetry (CV) were performed by sweeping the gate voltage Vg to determine the

potential range of the redox reaction (Figures 6C and S26). Single-molecule conduc-

tance experiments are then performed in propylene carbonate (PC) in the presence

of lithium salts by varying the gate voltage Vg within the electrochemical window

while maintaining a constantly applied bias Vb of 100 mV between the tip and sub-

strate electrode.

Single-molecule electrochemical STM-BJ experiments were performed over a range

of gate voltage between Vg = 0 and 0.6 V (Figures 6E and S27). Two conductance

peaks were observed in both 1D and 2D histograms at zero-gate voltage. Intermo-

lecular charge transport in the lowGmolecular junction was also confirmed by flicker

noise analysis with a normalization factor of 1.6, although the intramolecular charge

transport dominated in the high G junction with a normalization factor of 1.0 (Fig-

ure S28). The low G molecular junction only exists in the fully lithiated state, which

agrees with the results obtained from the standard STM-BJ setup in TCB/THF sol-

vents without the gate electrode. 1D and 2D molecular conductance histograms

maintain the two-peak feature until the gate voltage is increased to Vg = 0.2 V. After

the first reduction step, the low G peak decreases in magnitude for Vg > 0.2 V, and

the remaining conductance peak abruptly shifts to a lower value of around 10�3.0G0.

Themolecular conductance gradually decreases in the range of 10�3.0–10�3.3G0 be-

tween gate voltages of Vg = 0.2–0.4 V. As TolMSQ was reduced to the benzenoidal

structure for Vg > 0.5 V, the molecular conductance sharply drops to 10�3.9 G0 and

subsequently maintains the same level. Compared with the chemically reduced

TolMSQ, the electrochemically reduced TolMSQ exhibits a slightly higher average

conductance due to the presence of lithium coordination. Doping chemically

reduced TolMSQ with lithium salts in PC reproduced the identical 1D conductance

histogram as electrochemical reduction (Figure S29). Finally, on reverting the gate

voltage to Vg = 0 V, TolMSQ was re-oxidized, and the conductance returns to a

high level at 10�1.8 G0. Overall, our results show that the ladder-type molecular
12 Chem 9, 1–16, August 10, 2023
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system serves as a robust single-molecule switch with a remarkable on/off ratio over

two orders of magnitude (z1253) and is reversible by alternating the gate voltage

Vg between 0.6 and 0 V over 500 measurements (Figures 6D and S30).

Conclusions

In this work, we characterize the charge transport properties of a fully conjugated

ladder-type molecule at various protonated, lithiated, and redox states using sin-

gle-molecule experiments and molecular modeling. Our results show that the mo-

lecular conductance of the quinoidal molecule TolMSQ is 10-fold higher than the

reduced form TolMSB and can be further enhanced by over an order of magnitude

upon full protonation and lithiation to the dicationic state. Intermolecular charge

transport is observed via the formation of a stacked dimer. We further demonstrate

an in situ molecular conductance switch using electrochemical potential to induce

redox reactions in lithium salt environments, resulting in a single-molecule switch

with an on/off ratio of z125. Experimental results are complemented by molecular

modeling and DFT simulations, which provide insight into the molecular charge

transport pathways for different charge states of TolMSQ. A core-anchor group

type and anchor group-anchor group type of dimer geometries are observed from

DFT simulations, which reveal the intermolecular charge transport pathways in

stacked TolMSQ molecules.

Overall, these results demonstrate that ladder-type conjugated molecules provide

a promising class of materials for the application of functional molecular elec-

tronics with remarkable electronic properties and stability. Electrochemical STM-

BJ experiments further prove the fundamental concept of a multi-state single

molecule OECT and provide mechanistic insight into the electrochemical transistor

behavior of the ladder-type oligoaniline at the single-molecule level. Stable multi-

state conductivity switching in this type of material can be achieved by proton-

ation, lithium-ion coordination, and redox reaction. Furthermore, we believe that

increasing aniline units in longer ladder-type molecules can not only maintain its

high conductance level due to the structural rigidity but also enable the access

to a larger number of stable conductance states, which are both critical to the de-

vice application of OECT. Future work will focus on the synthesis of long molecular

wires, in addition to molecular design considerations such as side-chain optimiza-

tion, to exploit the doping chemistry and metallic conductivity conjugated ladder-

type PANI derivatives.
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